
equally
[ʹi:kwəlı] adv

1. поровну
divide it equally - разделите (это) поровну

2. в равной степени; равным образом, одинаково
to be equally binding - быть равно /одинаково/ обязательным
equally as good - разг. такой же хороший
equally as rare - разг. столь же редкий
he was equally as astonished as the others - разг. он был удивлён не меньше остальных

Apresyan (En-Ru)

equally
equal·ly [equally ] BrE [ˈi kwəli] NAmE [ˈi kwəli] adverb

1. to the same degree; in the same or in a similar way
• Diet and exercise are equally important.
• This job could be done equally well by a computer.
• We try to treat every member of staff equally.
• The findings of the survey apply equally to adults and children.
• The birds are equally at home in a woodland or riverside environment.
• She may havearrivedlate or it is equally possible that she neverwent there at all.
2. in equal parts, amounts, etc

• The money was divided equally among her four children.
• They share the housework equally.
3. used to introduce another phrase or idea that adds to and is as important as what you have just said

• I'm trying to do what is best, but equally I'vegot to consider the cost.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

equally
eq ual ly S3 W2 /ˈi kwəli/ BrE AmE adverb

[Word Family: noun: ↑equality ≠↑inequality, ↑equal, ↑equalizer; verb: ↑equalize, ↑equal; adverb: ↑equally≠↑unequally; adjective:
↑equal≠↑unequal]

1. [+ adjective/adverb] to the same degree or amount:
You must havea good education, but practical training is equally important.

2. in equal parts or amounts:
We agreed to divide the money equally between everyone.

3. [sentence adverb]used when introducing a second idea or statement that is as important as your first one:
We want the economy to grow, but equally we want low inflation.
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